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Series 3, Episode 3(21): The Big Plan
Night is looking over the town where Calimero and his friends live. Pretty much every living being is
asleep at this point, apart from the occasional troublemaker and robber here and there. Down at the
harbour, some woman appearing as a silhuette are seen boarding an odd, round structure standing in the
water down the pier. Before leaving though she discusses with two thieves, who she's hired as her new
assistants, about their plan for tonight.
"So guys, do any of you understand why we're stealing all this money?" the woman asked them.
"Duuh... To become rich?" one of the thieves asked.
"No you idiot. This money is for something much bigger, namely for tonight's big plan." the woman said.
"She's right, nutcase. Have you forgot we weren't going to use this money for luxury!?" the other thief
asked the first one.
"Duuh... Yeah, suppose so..." the first thief said.
"Never mind that. What matters more is that as soon as we put this money into good use, we will be taking
over this town, and the rest of Italy as well! Ha ha ha haa!!" the woman began laughing. "Come on guys,
let's head back to our base. And don't drop a SINGLE penny on your way in!" the woman said and starts
walking into the odd thing, with her two assistants following afterwards with a couple bags. After shutting
the door they submerge into the deep waters.
Meanwhile, an young girl with brown, short hair and in a long red dress, whose name is Emma, are seen
investigating around the town. She's working as a private detective at night. When she reaches the harbor
she sees bubbles rising from the water at the pier.
"Hunh? What are those bubbles about?" Emma wondered. As she's about to head out on the pier she spots
a bar of gold to her left side. She picks it up and takes a brief look at it.
"A gold bar... I have a feeling something very suspicious has been going on here..." Emma said to herself
with confidence, and she couldn't be more than right; right before she even arrived a couple guys had just
stole a lot of money.
"I better take a photo of those bubbles before they completely disappear." Emma said and heads out onto
the pier to take a picture of the bubbling spot in the water, after which she starts walking off to her place of
living.
After returning to her apartment Emma starts analyzing the gold bar she's found, as well as the photos she
took while at the harbor.
"Hm. I can't find anything strange with this bar, no matter how hard I try to look at it. Maybe the photos
could show me something." Emma said and puts the gold bar aside to have a look at some other photos she
took while being at the harbour. While looking at the last photo hard enough she notices some round
shadow in the water where the bubbles had been rising from.
"That's real strange... but very supicious at the same time. I better phone my pals about this." Emma said
and decides to call the Green Team to help her solve this new mystery. At the same time, in the Green
Team's apartment, Calimero and friends are sitting in front of the TV tuning in to the Condor News.
"Yaawn. Nothing interesting going on the news tonight." Susie said in disappointment.

"Yep. Even worse in my opinion is when that Mr. Critichelli guy gets the opportunity to be the news host.
He's more often than not an embarrassment in front of the camera than anything else." Piero said.
"Agreed. Nobody, not just the viewers, but even people in general, really likes him, and there's more than
just a few dozen reasons for that." Valeriano said in agreement. Meanwhile Priscilla, who is sitting next to
Calimero, seems to be having something different on mind.
"Hm. I'm sitting next to my best friend, AND boyfriend. He's at his most unaware for now... maybe I shall
surprise him a bit?" Priscilla thinks to herself and let's out a few giggles. Step by step, she gets herself
closer to Calimero and puts her right arm behind his back. Calimero doesn't seem to notice though.
Just then they get a phone call. Having nothing else to do, Valeriano gets up and answers the phone.
"Hello, the Green Team's HQs! ... Oh, it's you! ... Yeah, we're available tonight. So what's the problem? ...
What? ... You're not kidding, are you?? ... oh, I see... Alright, we'll get to your apartment as soon as
possible! ... See you. Bye!" Valeriano said and puts the phone down.
"Guys! I think we have a case to crack tonight!!" Valeriano shouted to his friends. They all get up from
their chairs except Priscilla, who is about to kiss Calimero.
"Nearly there now..." she thought to herself.
"An case you say??" Calimero said and gets up from the sofa.
"But hey...?!" Priscilla said and falls down on the sofa with her face down.
"So what's our mission tonight?" Calimero asked Valeriano.
"Emma, the leader of her own jam band, has been noticing something odd going on at the harbor, and she
wants us to come and help her solve this case." Valeriano informed the other members.
"So, has Emma got any clues that could help us carry out our investigation?" Priscilla, who had just gotten
herself up from her sofa, asked Valeriano.
"She already has some information, but right now is lacking further material. That's why she wants our
assistance, and I think we better help her in any way we can!" Valeriano said.
"Right said Valeriano!" Calimero said.
"Alright, we better not waste any time. Let's get to it straight away!" Valeriano said.
"Maybe we can ask the Wario bros and Maya the Bee to join in on our new adventure!" Roshita said.
"Let's give it a try. Who knows, maybe they're bored and also want something to do." Priscilla said. After
everyone agrees to carry out this new investigation they head out of their apartment. Before leaving the
apartment building they knock on the door to the Wario bros' apartment. Maya the Bee is the first person to
get the door.
"Oh, hi Calimero, Priscilla, and the all of you. What brings you to our apartment?" Maya asked.
"We're about to carry out on an investigation at the harbor with Emma, and... we wonder if you guys would
like to join us on our adventure." Calimero said.
"Of course I'd like to come with you guys!" Maya said.

"Any chance you could bring your friends with you as well?" Calimero asked.
"Um... Wario-Ware-Man and guys are busy playing a video game right now, but I'll try... guuys!!" Maya
shouted to the Wario bros. Wario-Ware-Man hears her call and abandons his game with his siblings.
"Alright, what's the matter?" Wario-Ware-Man said.
"Calimero and his friends here are going on an investigation tonight. I'll be going with them, but I thought
I'd better ask before hand... will you guys be following with us as well?" Maya asked Wario-Ware-Man.
"I'm totally fine with it. Just gotta go get my siblings first... Warrio, VARIO!! Quit the game you're playing
and get outta here! We're going on an adventure tonight!" Wario-Ware-Man shouted to his brothers. He
hears no response from either of them.
"Sigh... alright, guess I'll have to intervene. I'll be back." Wario-Ware-Man said and heads into their
apartment again.
"But Wario-Ware-Man. We haven't even got past this microgame yet!" Warrio complained.
"Yeah. We just HAVE to finish it, r we'll have to redo it all over again!" VARIO also complained.
"Um, you DO know of the Pause button, right?? You can leave the game on, paused. Just make sure to turn
off the TV so it doesn't overheat." Wario-Ware-Man said.
"But, can't you guys do it yourselves? Me and VARIO here would like to have some sleep tonight! But not
before having finished this game here." Warrio said.
"Guys... Calimero and friends are going on an investigation tonight. I've agreed to come along, and that
means you guys will also have to go with us! Emma needs our help, and quick! No buts or ifs, or any other
such stuff. We're going, and now!" Wario-Ware-Man told them.
"Goulp... Heh, so I suppose we're not gonna get out of this no matter how hard we try. Come VARIO, we'll
likely be in for something veery strange tonight." Warrio said.
"But what about the game?" VARIO said.
"Never mind that. Right now an adventure awaits us, and a mystery that needs to be solved." Warrio said.
"Hm... alright, I'll be coming then." VARIO said. With the whole team now assembled, they set out to help
Emma the private detective to uncover this latest mystery.
"I wonder what this mystery is going to be about..." Susie wondered.
"So do I. None the less, I can't help but wonder how things could be ending for us." Warrio said.
"I'm sure we'll be fine. This investigation will probably be something really simple and easy." VARIO said.
"Who knows. By the way she talked to me on the phone though, it will probably take a bit more for us to
really solve this thing, but together we can do it, right guys?" Valeriano said.
"Yeah. To us no mystery is too complex or too difficult. We will be sorting it out in the end!" Priscilla said.
A couple buildings later, our friends are now in the apartment where Emma is living, and also uses as her
secret headquarters. They start discussing with her about the case.

"So. What exactly is it you have discovered?" Wario-Ware-Man asked Emma.
"You see, I was having a look around outside at the harbor, and I saw some bubbles rising out of the
water." Emma told them.
"Did you take any photos of this scenario?" Calimero asked her.
"Yes, I did. And while I was looking through them I saw some round, strange shadow in one of the
photos." Emma said and shows the photos to the group. They take a look at them, but are feeling a bit
confused.
"Em, excuse me, but... what exactly is so suspicious about the shadow on this photo?" Calimero asked her
in confusion.
"Yeah. Not only is it on this photo, but it also appears on some of the other photos as well, although very
faintly..." Maya said.
"Er... well, I ended up taking a few more photos of the shadow after the first one, but by that time it had
started to disappear more. Never mind that though, because I have something here that perhaps could
answer your question." Emma said and shows them the gold bar she's found earlier on.
"So this is what you found in the harbor?" Priscilla asked.
"Hm... I think I'm convinced now that something shady could be going on there!" Calimero said.
"Exactly. I believe that some kind of robbery's been going on tonight." Emma said.
"But how do we know if that is really the case?" Piero asked.
"That's just the thing I need help with verifying. Even if a robbery could've been going on there, I still lack
more concrete evidence to back that theory up." Emma said.
"Well, there's only ONE way to find out, and that is to try catch it on tape!" Valeriano said.
"So, you will be helping me solve this new case??" Emma asked.
"Of course we will! With my camera here, we will eventually see it with our very own eyes!" Valeriano
assured her.
"Aw, thanks guys!" Emma said.
"Do try to be careful out there Valeriano, and make sure to also stay out of sight at all times." Calimero
told him.
"I will be careful guys. And I will be returning with something on my tape! Wish me luck." Valeriano said.
"Yeah, good luck Valeriano! We're rooting for you!" Roshita said. After making sure he's got all the stuff
with him, Valeriano leaves the apartment and heads out to the harbor.
Down the harbor, Valeriano's now standing behind a wooden box just in front of the pier. He turns on his
camera and starts filming the pier in front of him.
"Ok. If there's a mystery in our hands, then evidence needs to turn up, and what better way to do just that
than filming all the events on camera." Valeriano said to himself.

He keeps filming to pier. After a couple minutes though, Valeriano starts getting tired of waiting for
something to happen.
"Yaawn... Emma said bubbles were rising out of the water, but so far I haven't seen anything..." Valeriano
said and keeps on filming for some more time. Still not seeing anything, Valeriano's about to give up until
he finally sees bubbles rising from the water.
"Huh! Wow, at last!! I better catch this sight on camera!" Valeriano said and starts filming again. Out of the
water rises a round, but yet not so round submarine. The door opens and out comes a pair of Woodster
thieves running to the right after reaching the start of the pier.
"Now this is quite unusual! ... well, it's not unusual for thieves to be around the town at night, but for them
to be driving a submarine all the while robbing banks... is more than unusual to at least me!" Valeriano said
and keeps filming the entire scene, making sure to catch everything on tape.
After a while the thieves return again, this time with a pair of bags. Coins and bags keep falling out of
them though, something the thieves doesn't seem to notice.
"Hurry up you lazy logs! We dont have all the time on this night!!" a female, yet bossy voice shouted out
to them. The voice sounds familiar to Valeriano, and is somehow reminded of a criminal he and his friends
had put behind bars years ago.
"That voice. I recognize it somehow... has that woman really managed to escape from the prison?? Can't
remember how she looked like though, so... I'm not entirely sure of it all yet... anyway, this sure is a bit of
a scoop that I've made tonight!" Valeriano said. After the Woodsters get inside to saucer-like submarine
they head back into the water again, with the bubbles gradually vanishing for each passing second.
"I'm more than satisfied with my filming work so far. Suppose this will be enough for me to show to the
other guys when I get back to Emma's apartment." Valeriano said and turns his camera off. Feeling
convinced by his work, Valeriano heads back to Emma and the other guys.
Back in Emma's apartment, Calimero and the others are awaiting Valeriano's return. They don't have to
wait fo long though, because in a moment the door slams open.
"I'm back guys!!" Valeriano said with excitement.
"Ah, at last! I was a bit concerned there for a moment that you'd never make it back here again... well,
pretty much all of us actually." Wario-Ware-Man said.
"Did you catch anything on your camera?" Calimero asked Valeriano.
"Yes. A decent amount actually." Valeriano said and removes the tape from the camera.
"That's wonderful news! Let's see it then." Emma said.
"That is to say... have you got a TV in your apartment?" Valeriano asked Emma.
"In front of the window where my study desk is facing towards." Emma said and points to the TV. After
Valeriano puts the tape into the VCR they have a look at the footage Valeriano's filmed.
"Hm... doesn't seem to be much happening at the harbor." Warrio said.
"Yes, but the real stuff comes a a couple minutes later!" Valeriano told Warrio. Indeed, after around two or
three minutes they all see it for themselves.

"Hey, that's the round object I was seeing the shadow of!" Emma points out.
"And out of it comes a pair of thieves, running to the right of where Valeriano's filming!" Calimero said.
"Meh... looks more like Woodsters dressing out as thieves... on the other hand, I do see what you mean."
Warrio said.
"Seems like Emma's been pretty much right. Something IS really going on at the harbor!" Maya said.
"See. My camera never fail to show the evidence." Valeriano said.
"But why exactly would some buncha thieves go underwater in a round-submarine-ish thingie with their
stolen loot??" Warrio wondered.
"I'm asking myself the same question. However, I think this is something we REALLY ought to
investigate." Maya said.
"I agree. We gotta crack this case in one way or another!" Calimero said. Everyone agrees that this case
really needs to be solved, and starts heading out.
Now having made it to the port, our friends are looking around the area for further clues left behind.
"So this is where you saw the thieves." Calimero asked Valeriano.
"Yep. I saw them dropping some stuff on their way back to the submarine though, so perhaps there's more
where all that money came from." Valeriano said. They keep on investigating the site. Meanwhile, Warrio
and VARIO messing around elsewhere at the port.
"Naw. I can't find anything strange in this part of the port. Have you see anything so far VARIO?" Warrio
asked him.
"Nope. Absolutely nothing of interest." VARIO said.
"Ok then. Suppose we'll head back to the other guys again." Warrio said and starts walking back with
VARIO. Warrio accidentally trips himself over a blanket hanging over something that falls off, revealing a
hidden passage.
"Hey Warrio, looks like we found a passageway of sorts!" VARIO said.
"Yeah, someone must've meant for it to not be seen by anyone but him/her. Come VARIO, let's go inside."
Warrio said.
"Alright." VARIO said and follows Warrio inside.
"Pretty dark in here..." VARIO said with a slightly concerned look on his face.
"I know, but one can't always find light wherever you go. Would've been good to have a flashlight by now,
but as usual we always forget to bring one." Warrio said.
"Yeah, a total bummer." VARIO said.
They keep investigating the passage, and after getting a fair bit inside a white light shines in front of them.
"Hey, what's that over there??" VARIO said.

"Don't know, but it's pretty shiny... let's go check it out." Warrio said. He and VARIO goes immediately to
the source of this white light to see what it is.
Outside, Wario-Ware-Man and friends suddenly hear Warrio shouting with excitement over something.
"Hunh? Sounds like Warrio and VARIO has found something!" Emma said.
"It definitely sounds like it... Let's check it out guys!" Wario-Ware-Man said, and together they rush
towards the source where Warrio's voice is coming from, where they discover an empty pipe next to a
blanket lying besides. They head inside the pipe to find where Warrio and VARIO are.
"I wonder what they're so excited about..." Priscilla asked herself.
"Who knows. Maybe they've found some treasure and are thrilled by the discovery, or maybe they've
found some actual clues and are perhaps excited about that." Wario-Ware-Man said. After walking for a
fair while they discover Warrio and VARIO in a hidden room filled with all kinds of glitter and
shimmering money.
"Well well... Looks like we've stumbled upon some gold mine after all!" Wario-Ware-Man said.
"Wahoo!! Look at all these beauties! I'm rich! Rich, I tell you!! RIICH!!" Warrio said while literally
showering himself in all the money.
"To be honest, it doesn't really interest me the slightest... Oh, hello guys!" VARIO said after seeing his
friends having arrived.
"I see you guys have found yourself some treasure, am I right?" Wario-Ware-Man said.
"Remember that we're not out to find treasure tonight. We're about to catch some thieves, and I suspect this
is the place where all the money's been dumped to." Calimero pointed out.
"He's right guys. This is no time for some coin baths." Priscilla said.
"That's fine by me, because I'm not even interested in the money. Could you guys maybe get Warrio away
from the treasure? I'm a bit worried that he may eventually start to take all the money for himself and run
away with it." VARIO said.
"I'll deal with that... alright Warrio, treasure time's over." Wario-Ware-Man said and pulls Warrio away by
grabbing his arm.
"Hey, what are you doing that for?!" Warrio complained as Wario-Ware-Man drags him away from the
treasure.
"Warrio, please calm down now! I know you're in that kind of state by now, but remember that tonight is
mystery-solving time, not treasure-hunting time." Wario-Ware-Man told him.
"How did you guys find this place?" Calimero asked them. Having calmed down a bit by now, Warrio
starts to tell them about it.
"So, you were just looking around at the other side of the harbor, found nothing and then decided to head
back, but not before Warrio tripped himself on a blanket, revealing a pipe the blanket was covering up?"
Calimero said.
"Exactly. That's how we found the place." VARIO said.

"Look at all that money..." Emma said and takes a good look at the loot. "I suppose this is where the
thieves have been hiding all the money they've been stealing."
"But, are you really sure this is the case?" Roshita asked Emma.
"I'am more than sure of it. I've been reading the newspaper and seeing it on the news." Emma said and
hands them the newspaper she bought at the store earlier in the day. After reading the page deatiling
robbery, they realize that a robbery's definitely been going on recently.
Unfortunately, the ones who has witnessed the countless robberies at the bank haven't been able to spot the
thieves' identity. Even the police are pretty clueless over their whereabouts.
"So nobody, not even the police has been able to track them down?" Maya asked.
"Seems like it." Valeriano said.
"Guys, this could be our real opportunity to finally uncover the guys responsible for all these robberies. We
should definitely crack this case!" Calimero said.
"I really agree. I'm more than ready to do something other than treasure hunting for a change!" WarioWare-Man exclaimed.
"I'm definitely in as well!" Maya said.
"So, are we all for the same goal?" Emma asked.
"You betcha!" Priscilla said.
"Alright, let's get going guys!!" Emma said with the other guys cheering on. After everyone has it all
decided they head out of the pipe to start spying on these mysterious thieves.
Later, Calimero and friends are hiding behind a bunch of large, wooden boxes along with Wario-WareMan and the other guys. Valeriano has his camera ready, filming the pier he was shooting his previous
footage at earlier.
"Excuse if I ask, but... are we sure those guys will be coming back tonight?" Warrio asked.
"I'm more than sure they well. From what could hear while filming them, they were having a lot to do."
Valeriano said.
"Yeah. And with all that money still hiding inside the pipe, I guess they're not finished just yet." Emma
said.
Valeriano keeps filming the pier for a while. Just then they see a big, saucer-ish submarine emerging from
the water. After the door opens a pair of Woodster thieves run out, with their bags empty yet again.
"This time I'm gonna make sure to get a closer shot at these thieves." Valeriano said and sneaks out to the
pipe where the stolen loot is and hides behind another set of boxes. He first films the thieves, who are seen
discussing something veery important and secret.
"So, with that out of the way... have you gotten it all now?" The first thief said.
"Duuh... I think I do, but... why is it important that we keep covering the pipe every time we leave this
place??" the other thief said.

"You idiot... I've told you MANY times already. We do it because we don't want to give away our secret
stash of money!" the first thief said.
"Oh, I see." the other thief said.
"Ok. Now, let's get in there and get the rest of the money, shall we?" the first thief said.
"Alright, boss." the other thief said. They then head into the pipe to get the remaining loot they've been
stealing. Valeriano keeps his camera on, making sure to get every bit of footage on tape.
"Hey, slow-goer! Better hurry up, or our boss might start getting impatient!!" the first thief shouted to the
other one, implying the other thief is a bit of an slacker. After a minute they get out of the pipe again.
While they're talking on their spot Valeriano sneaks back to the boxes where his friends are still hiding.
"Did you manage to get any footage of the thieves?" Calimero asked Valeriano.
"Of course. It's all on tape here!" Valeriano said and starts filming the pier as the thieves are returning to
the submarine again. One of the thieves suddenly trips over, dropping his bag of money. The first thief is
quick enough to grab it before it falls into the water.
"Duuh, you clumsy fool!! Watch your step next time, or we might lose yet another bag of cash!" the first
thief scolded the other.
"But duuh... an accident is an accident. I just simply tripped myself over a loose plank. That's all." the
other thief began to defend himself.
"Accident or not. You're still just as clumsy as always!" the first thief argued. They keep arguing for a
moment until a female voice booms.
"Guys!!" the female voice boomed. With only her legs visible, she's standing right before her fellow
sidekicks, being impatient about their constant slacking.
"It was HIM!!" both thieves said while pointing at each other.
"You fools! Stop squabbling and get back in the submarine now!" the woman told them. After getting back
into the submarine again with the last bit of money they submerge into the water again.
At this point Valeriano turns off the camera, finding it to be the perfect end to his new footage.
"Did any of you guys see what I just saw?" Susie said.
"Yeah... I'm at a loss for words over the sight... and it doesn't make me feel any better that I've lost my
treasure to a bunch of wanna-be thieves!!" Warrio said.
"Warrio. Just stop thinking about the money now, ok?!" VARIO told him.
"Alright, sorry..." Warrio apologized.
"I wonder how we can get under the sea to find the thieves' hiding place. And where exactly are they
taking all the money anyway??" Priscilla wondered.
"Well, I know how we can get there." Emma said.
"You do? How??" Calimero asked.

"Yes, I do! Follow me guys, because I wanna show you something." Emma told her friends and starts
walking off to the other side of the pier with the others following her. After reaching the other side where
the pipe is, Emma shows them something covered by a huge blanket.
"Aha. Is this what you wanted to show us??" Warrio asked.
"Warrio...!" Wario-Ware-Man told him.
"It's alright. I'm able to take a bit of sarcasm... yep, this is the thing I'm now gonna unveil, with no further
ado." Emma said and removes the blanket to reveal an sea exploring submarine.
"What in... did she have that thing here all the time?!!" Piero asked himself in complete disbelief.
"Well. Suppose one has got to be prepared for the best... or worst." Warrio said.
"How did you get your hands on that submarine?" Calimero asked.
"I bought it with some of the money I've been earning throughout my jam band tourneys. I knew I would
more than likely need one some night." Emma said.
"May I ask how many persons this submarine can hold?" Warrio asked her.
"It can hold around 9 at max." Emma told them.
"1, 2, 3..." Wario-Ware-Man began counting with his fingers. After finally having counted to nine, WarioWare-Man realizes that along with Emma they would be eleven in total.
"Eleven you say??" Susie asked.
"Yes. The submarine can only hold nine, yet we are eleven to be boarding it." Wario-Ware-Man said.
"Oh... I hadn't taken this into account when I bought the submarine. Like Wario-Ware-Man said, the
submarine can only hold 9 persons, and that only applies to the control room." Emma said.
"A bit of an problem indeed..." Valeriano said.
They all ponder over how to handle this little issue. After a moment of thinking Emma thinks of a possible
solution.
"Well, since only nine can be sitting in the control room at once, one of us will have to remain at the door
to the submarine, while the other one will be swimming after the submarine from behind." Emma said.
"Hm... that person certainly won't be me. I'm not fit enough to swim through all the water, and neither you
guys as well... Warrio, VARIO... you two will have to be the ones to swap between standing at the
submarine door and swimming outside." Wario-Ware-Man said.
"Uhm. I don't think that's a good idea... isn't the main submarine room big enough to hold the both of us??"
Warrio asked.
"Yeah. I'm not too keen on having to do that whole swapping around all the time either!" VARIO said.
"Em... it's only big enough to hold one I'm afraid." Emma told Warrio and VARIO.
"We haven't got any other choice. You and VARIO just simply have got to do it." Wario-Ware-Man said.

"Sigh... right. Looks like there's really no other way to deal with it then." Warrio said, with VARIO
nodding in agreement. They all board the submarine and submerge into the water. Now outfitted in diving
gear, VARIO just sighs as he is about to take the plunge into the water.
"Well. Of the both of us... me and Warrio obviously... it just had to be ME to do the diving! ... whatever, no
time for complaining. Guess I'll be taking the plunge into the sea now." VARIO said and starts to dive into
the water.
Under the water, our friends are soaring across the sea in Emma's submarine. Inside the submarine sits
Wario-Ware-Man, Maya, and Calimero and his friends. Emma's sitting on the front seat doing the
navigating.
"Emma?" Maya asked her.
"Yes?" Emma asked her back.
"Have you been driving a submarine before? Just wondering." Maya said.
"Hm. I've been using it from time to time, mostly for practice. This is my first time actually driving it for
long distances. I'm not even sure how many blows it can take before it's blown up by something, if ever."
Emma said.
"Oh, alright." Maya said.
"At least nothing bad's been happening so far, so for now we might be safe..." Wario-Ware-Man said.
"Wonder what things one might find under the sea." Piero said.
"Um... not sure there Piero. Maybe we'll be seeing fishes and such, but that'll be about it..." Susie said.
Growing bored, Susie finds herself a magazine and starts reading.
"Talk about being quickly bored... and out of all the magazines she could find, it just has got to be about
fashion." Wario-Ware-Man said to himself.
"What did you say Wario-Ware-Man?!" Susie asked him.
"Oh, nothing... On the other side, I wonder how Warrio and VARIO are doing by now." Wario-Ware-Man
thought to himself.
In the submarine door room, Warrio's situation is rather cramped. He's been trying to cope with the
cramped space around him despite this.
"Well. I really wish the room could've been bigger. Even so, at least I'm having somewhere to be. VARIO
must be having it more tough than me by now... yaawn. Wonder when we'll get to our destination. I'm
getting rather tired." Warrio said to himself.
Outside the submarine, VARIO's swimming after the submarine as fast as he can. He takes a look at the
oxygen in his tubes, and so far he seems to have plenty of air.
"I wonder for how much longer I'll be having air. We've been going through this sea for nearly an hour
now, and I'm concerned that the tubes will be running out of air anytime soon..." VARIO thought to
himself. As he tries keeping up with the submarine, VARIO takes a moment to look at his surroundings.
The first thing he sees are a bunch of relatively normal-looking fish swimming past him. After that he
starts encountering all kinds of strange creatures.

"What the... what a strange sight! Wario-noses in the water??!" VARIO said to himself in confusion as he
sees the Wario-nose fishes swimming by. He then sees a fish resembling a Woodster wearing a napoleon
hat, fishes looking like various musical instruments, and lastly a garlic with fish fins.
"My garlic. I didn't know garlic were swimming around in the seas!" VARIO said to himself in surprise.
He wants to eat it, but can't because he's still got the diver helmet on. He tries to catch it, but it easily gets
out of his hands and keeps on swimming past him.
"Damn it! Catching stuffs in the water sure ain't easy..." VARIO said to himself and tries to catch up with
the submarine again.
Back in the submarine room, Warrio's now sleeping out of boredom. His sleep is cut short though when he
hears VARIO frantically banging on the submarine door outside.
"Hunh, what the... oh, is VARIO running out of air already?!! Might as well let him in then!" Warrio said
and dons his suba diving gear, and opens the door to let VARIO in.
"Ah, finally!" VARIO said and swims into the submarine room, quickly closing the door as soon as Warrio
heads outside. Relieved to finally be able to breathe again, VARIO is about to lie down before finding the
room's filled with water up to his shoes.
"Uh-oh. Better empty out the water, or else I won't be able to take a moment of sleep." VARIO said and
uses some empty air tubes to scoop the water into. After having done that VARIO can finally relax.
"At long last. Having swimmed out there in the sea has made me really tired..." VARIO said and sits down
to take some rest.
Later in the room where the other guys are sitting, Priscilla is looking out at the underwater sea from one
of the windows.
"Aaaw... Isn't that just a wonderful sight?" Priscilla said while adoring the underwater scenery.
"I agree. This absolutely beats the world above the sea by all levels." Roshita said in agreement.
"I'm feeling tired now... when will we reaching our destination anyway??" Piero said.
"Afraid it's gonna take some time, because we haven't yet found the hideout of those Woodster thieves."
Emma said.
"Guys, I think I see something in the distance there in front of us!" Maya said and points to some sort of
underwater base.
"Well spotted Maya. Maybe that could be the thieves' hideout!" Calimero said.
"I think so as well! Let's head to the base straight away!" Emma said and starts speeding towards the
underwater base. Outside the submarine, Warrio's trying to catch up with the submarine, only to see it
going faster.
"Hey! I'm not THAT quick you know!! ... ah well, looks like I have to try and speed on as well!" Warrio
said and starts swimming as quickly as he can so he doesn't lose track of the submarine.
Our friends eventually arrive in the underwater base. After the submarine has emerged from the water they
then get out of the submarine.
"Aah, at last I can stand up on my feet again." Piero said while stretching his arms.

"So this is the thieves' underwater base?" Wario-Ware-Man asked.
"Well, it has got to be. After all, every criminal needs a hiding place of his or her own." Emma said.
"Hang on. Where's Warrio??" VARIO asked himself.
"Yeah, I'm wondering about that as well..." Wario-Ware-Man said and suggests they wait to see if Warrio
turns up. After waiting for a while though he still doesn't seem to show up.
"This is starting to worry me... We better go back into the water and look for him as quick as possible."
Wario-Ware-Man said. Just after saying this though Warrio then comes out of the water, completely
exhausted from all the swimming, and having used up almost all oxygen in his scuba diving suit.
"Phew... pant... w-what made you guys just hurry up like that?! I had to swim after you like mad because
of that!" Warrio asked his friends.
"The reason we had to hurry was because time is getting pretty short. And who knows, maybe something
bad could be happening real soon." Wario-Ware-Man said.
"Yeah. Like Wario-Ware-Man just said, time is ticking away, and I have a suspection that something fishy
might be going on in here." Emma said.
"Hunh... I hear footsteps!" Priscilla said.
"Quick guys, hide!" Calimero told the others. They quickly find a hiding place. The Woodster thieves seen
on the harbor earlier show up, completely oblivious to the fact they're having intruders in the base.
"I keep telling you, boss. It wasn't my fault!" the clumsy thief told the other thief.
"Of course it was. You nearly dropped all the money by tripping over like that, and that would've meant
that we'd been several humdred bucks shorter for our plan tonight!" The first thief said.
"Which is?" the second thief asked.
"Have you already forgot? The device we've been working on for months??" the first thief told the other.
"Duuh... well, I suppose I must have forgotten about it for a brief moment. Thanks for the reminder." the
other thief said. While arguing they then hear someone sneezing. Behind the big crates of steel, VARIO's
been sneezing.
"Sniff... sorry. I just had to..." VARIO apologized.
"Shh!!" the other guys quickly hushes him.
"Huh? Did you hear that?" the first thief asked.
"What??" The other thief asked.
"That sneeze... let's have a look to see where that came from. We might be having intruders in here." the
first thief asked. They look around the main room to find the source of the sneezing sound, but can't find
anything.
"Hm, strange... I swore I could hear it... Whatever, maybe it was just some kind of fish outside being sick
or something..." the first thief said. The thieves then starts to head back in again.

"Phew, that was really close!" Calimero sighed in relief.
"I wonder what the thieves really were discussing before they headed back in." Maya said.
"Suppose it was about that little accident of theirs at the harbor, he he..." Warrio said sarcastically.
"I think I heard them blurting out some details regarding their plan." Calimero said.
"Um... could you elaborate a little more maybe?" Priscilla asked him.
"Yeah. I also don't quite get it you know." Piero said while shrugging his shoulders.
"From what I could hear inbetween their arguing and talking, they might be planning on using all the
money they've stolen for some sort of device. But that was all I could hear." Calimero said.
"A device?!" Roshita said in shock.
"Yes. I have a feeling that this device they're speaking off could be something veery bad in nature. It's
about time we get to the bottom of all this and put an end to their plan once and for all, whatever it might
be!" Emma said.
"You're right Emma. Let's get going guys." Calimero said, with everyone else nodding in agreement. They
then head into the depths of the underwater base.
Meanwhile, the two Woodster thieves have finally arrived in the room where work on the device takes
place. The machine is almost complete at this point. Just then the mysterious woman enters the room, with
only her backside being seen.
"Alright my fellow thieves. Is the device finished yet?" she asked the thieves.
"We've got just the last few bags of coins to empty out into the container here." The first thief said.
"Oh, already?? Things are surely going at a very fast rate here! Keep working guys." the woman told them.
"We sure will, madame." the thieves said and resumes working on the device.
"Ha ha ha... looks like my latest plan is about to come into fruition at any moment. With only a few bags
left to empty, we'll be having the device ready in no time!" the woman said and exits the room. The camera
then zooms out to where the thieves are working, showing some black round object almost resembling a
typical bomb.
Later, Wario-Ware-Man and gang are walking around inside the base looking for the room where the
thieves could be hiding. Doesn't seem to be an easy task though, because so far they haven't even found
any doors where they're walking.
"Pant, pant... i'm getting tired of all the walking. Can't we sit down and rest for a moment??" Warrio
complained.
"Same here. I'm also thirsty by the way..." VARIO said.
"Guys, drinking and resting will have to wait for now, because firstly... we haven't brought anything with
us. Secondly, there are no resting places around here." Wario-Ware-Man told Warrio and VARIO.
"Well, am I tired so am I. I'll stay and rest for a bit." Warrio said.

"Sigh... Alright, try and catch up to us when you feel you're done resting." Wario-Ware-Man said.
"I will Wario-Ware-Man." Warrio said and leans himself against a wall to rest, only to fall down. It turns
out Warrio leaned himself against an door that hadn't been fully closed.
"Now that was a very well disguised door there!" VARIO said.
"Well, no matter. Let's head inside guys." Calimero said. They head into the room to see what's in there.
"Hm. Can't see anything strange in here, except a forklift and some screws here and there." Warrio said.
"But where can this device those thieves spoke of be located then?" Emma asked herself.
Suddenly they hear footsteps. They look around the room for a hiding place. Unfortunately their only place
of hiding seems to be behind the fork lift. They try hiding behind it anyway, hoping they won't get spotted
from there.
"Are you sure no one can see us here?" Maya asked.
"Well. That's what I hope for. If we're lucky nobody may even spot us." Emma said.
As the footsteps come to an end, they get to see the main guy behind all the robberies; an relatively tall,
white bird woman with a long orange beak in heels, wearing a short blue skirt and long-sleeved blouse.
"Hang on. I think I recognize that woman..." Valeriano said.
"You do?" Calimero asked him.
"Yes. You, me, and the rest of us who are part of the Green Team, catched her earlier. Only thing I'm
puzzled over... is how she's managed to escape from the prison." Valeriano said.
"Well, despite a few slip ups, we're now nearing completion of our bomb that's going to be part of our
latest plan; to blow up that entire town, which also happens to be the headquarters of those Green Team
fellows! I'm soo gonna have my own back at those guys for putting me behind bars last time!!" the woman
said.
"That's no good! First she steals jevelry just for her own sake, now she's planning to destroy the entire
town!" Calimero said.
"Agreed. Sooner or later we've GOT to interfere with her plans or risk having the town blown up from
underwater, and we gotta do it fast!" Emma said.
"My nose is feeling kinda funny... think... I'm about to... to sneeze!" VARIO said.
"VARIO, not right now!" Wario-Ware-Man whispered to him.
"Ah... aah... ATCHOO!!" VARIO let out a big sneeze, causing the forklift they've been hiding behind to fly
upwards and land just besides the woman.
"AHA. Me thinks we're having visitors in our underwater base!" the woman said, having just spotted them.
"Good going VARIO..." Warrio said.
"Sorry about it. I just couldn't hold it back." VARIO apologized.

"And HOW did you guys find my secret underwater base?" the woman asked them.
"Er... I don't think it matters. Don't worry about it, ok?" Warrio said.
"Silly fatso... of course it matters to me!! Now answer my question; HOW did you guys get in here?!!" the
woman asked again.
"Don't bother about it. What matters more to us is... what are you doing in a place like this, and what's this
plan of yours?" Calimero asked the woman.
"Well, you see. After I got some help from those Woodster fellows in escaping the prison, I decided to hire
the very same guys for a very special project of mine; to build a underwater base where I could carry out
my future operations, and to one day get back at you guys for making me end up in jail last time!!" the
woman said.
"Sorry for asking, but... what's your name?" Warrio asked her.
"Hrm... well, my name is simply Sharon. I used to have a different name earlier, but I decided to change to
something that's more simple and easier to remember." the woman told them. She then turns on one of the
big monitors in the room to demonstrate her plan.
"You see. First shown here is the new bomb currently being worked on by my Woodster assistants, which
we intend to fire at the town, blowing it up in the process." Sharon said.
"What exactly... would you gain by doing that, and what is your next move going to be from that point
on?" Maya asked her.
"Well, it is mostly for my own amusement. However, after Calimero's town has been cleared, I'll be
producing an even bigger bomb which we will use to blow up an even bigger portion of Italy. After that's
done, I'll be making my way to the national bank to claim my big fortune and live in luxury, while those
who foiled my earlier scheme will be reduced to serve me under MY orders! Ah ha ha ha haa!!" Sharon
said and started to laugh.
"Um... You mean Calimero and his friends, right?" Wario-Ware-Man asked her.
"Hm... yes. But I'm including the rest of you as well!" Sharon told him.
"Oh, I see..." Wario-Ware-Man said.
"You've got no chance of carrying out this latest scheme of yours. Me and my friends will be putting a stop
to this!!" Emma said. With a snap from Sharon's fingers, our friends are surrounded by an army of nastylooking Woodsters, all seeming to be working for Sharon.
"Let's see if you can get out of this!" Sharon said.
"Goulp... this could be ending badly for us." Warrio said.
"As long as we work together, we can defeat these bad guys!" Emma said and starts taking on the
Woodsters, with the others following suit. The Woodsters try to take them down, but have barely landed a
hit on them... except Warrio and VARIO, who are being constantly thrown around and beaten by the more
muscular Woodsters wearing army hats on their heads.
"My garlic. They surely are hellbent on bringing us down... but, we will take 'em down eventually, right
VARIO?!" Warrio said as he struggles to fight the Woodster off.

"UUUMPH!!" was all VARIO could say as he's being sat and squashed on by one of the muscular
Woodsters.
"Sigh... Guess this is it then..." Warrio said before being punched away by the other muscular Woodster.
While all this is going on Sharon takes her chance to run out, and runs to the room where the bomb is
being worked on.
"Guys! Sorry I have to say this, but... we need to rush our bomb!!" Sharon told her assistants.
"But, why??" the first thief asked.
"We're having intruders intent on destroying our plans. If we don't hurry now then things will end terribly
for us! Now, work on finishing the bomb as quickly as possible!!" Sharon said. They do as told and starts
rushing the bomb to completion.
A little while later, Calimero and friends have finally taken out all the Woodsters. None of the Woodsters
are even showing a sign of movement anymore.
"Now that was rather easy." Calimero said.
"Yep. My self-taught karate skills surely came in handy in this kind of situation." Emma said as she rubs
her right fist against her left palm.
"Um. Warrio... that Woodster you're dealing with looks like he's more than knocked out by now." VARIO
told Warrio, who is still beating up the Woodster he was fighting with.
"I know, but at least I can punch him as many times as I like anyway!" Warrio said and keeps punching the
Woodster.
"Sigh... well, do try and catch up with us after you're done beating him up, ok?" Wario-Ware-Man said and
heads out with the other guys. As they're heading out, Warrio feels he's done with the Woodster and heads
out with the other guys.
After a bit of running, Wario-Ware-Man and friends arrive in the room where the bomb is being worked
on. Surprised to see the bomb not in there, they turn around to see Sharon standing in front of he door.
"Oh, so you managed to beat down my army of Woodsters huh? How tragic." Sharon said.
"Tell us where the bomb is Sharon!" Emma demanded her.
"Well, while you were fighting with those goons in that room we managed to finish the bomb just in time,
and you're too late to even stop us. Ha ha ha..." Sharon laughed and walks out again. By pressing the
button on a remote, she shuts the door.
"Uh-oh. Looks like we're trapped!" Valeriano said.
"Hah, we'll see about it. No door is too tough for a single shoulder dash! That's what Wario would have
used in situations like this." Warrio said and starts charging towards the door. Instead of ramming it down,
he just bounces away from it and lands on the floor.
"Hey, that's not fair!!" Warrio said.
"Hm. Getting the door down won't be so simple it seems..." Wario-Ware-Man said.

"Could there be some other way to bust it down maybe?" Calimero wondered.
"There should be a way to open the door somehow." Emma said and starts to think.
Meanwhile, Sharon and her Woodster thief fellows are out on the dock to load the bomb into their
submarine. It's so heavy that one of the thieves almost loses his balance.
"You clumsy idiot. Better try keeping your balance, or we risk having the underwater base blown up as a
result of dropping the bomb!!" the first thief told the other one.
"Don't worry about it. It'll take more force for the bomb to blow up. Just dropping it in here won't be
enough." Sharon told them. Relieved to hear this, the thieves resume leading the bomb into the submarine.
At the same time, in the room where the bomb was being worked on, Emma is currently messing with the
door blocking their way out.
"Hurry up will ya! I don't wanna remain in here forever!!" Warrio worriedly told her.
"Calm down Warrio. I'm sure Emma'll get it all figured out." VARIO tried to calm him down, to no avail.
"I've found some loose wires behind the door here. I think these things are supposedly what keeps the door
being locked." Emma said.
"Great. So, does that mean we can cut them to break the power to the door??" Warrio asked her in relief.
"We certainly can. For that though I need a forceps. Have any of you got one?" Emma asked her friends.
Calimero shakes his head, with the others doing the same to tell her they haven't got any.
"Bummer..." VARIO said.
"I think I have one in my pocket here." Wario-Ware-Man said after rooting around in his pockets, and
gives his forceps to Emma.
"Thanks Wario-Ware-Man!" Emma said and starts cutting one of the wires. The door won't open, so she
cuts the other wire. The door still won't open.
"I knew it. We will NEVER get outta here!!" Warrio started to panic.
"That's not what bothers me. What worries me more is, if we don't get out of here quick, we'll never be
able to stop Sharon in time!" Calimero said. His other friends nod in agreement.
"I've just spotted two more wires higher up. Problem is, I can't reach them on my own..." Emma said .
"Maybe there's a ladder in here we could use?" VARIO said.
"Afraid not." Wario-Ware-Man said after having looked around the room.
"Well, since there's no ladder in the room, I need to stand on top of two to reach the wires." Emma said.
They all look around for any volunteers, and point to Warrio and VARIO.
"What? Me and him?? No way!" Warrio refused, with VARIO doing the same by shaking his head.
"You have to do it. There's really no other way we can get out of here other than cutting the wires, so...
you're helping Emma, and without any complaints." Wario-Ware-Man said.

Warrio and VARIO reluctantly get to work. Warrio starts climbing up onto VARIO shoulders, with Emma
then coming on top of Warrio.
"Am I really required to hold your feet?" Warrio asked her.
"Yes, you have. Otherwise I'll just keep falling off." Emma said. She tries to cut the wires, but can't reach
up to them.
"Um, can you guys raise me higher maybe? I can't reach!" Emma asked them.
"VARIO. Raise me up so Emma can cut the wires, will ya?" Warrio asked him.
"Sigh... why do I have to do all the hard work??" VARIO said and raises Warrio and Emma as high as he
can. Emma still can't reach the wires though, so Warrio raises her up with all his strength.
"Ok guys, I'm high up enough now. I'm now able to cut the wires." Emma said and starts cutting the wires.
While she's doing this the weight of the upper two proves too much for VARIO, and starts to lose his
balance.
"But hey..." Emma said.
"Um... I think we have a problem!!" Warrio said as he looks down to VARIO, who now is wobbling around
the room while holding the two guys above him.
They keep stepdancing around the room for a minute or so while a struggling VARIO tries his best to get
themselves back to the door. All Wario-Ware-Man can do is putting his right hand on his forehead in
embarrassment, and keeping his eyes closed.
"Oh garlic... We're about to get out of this place in any moment now, and already are my siblings messing
things up! I don't wanna find out what's going to happen next..." Wario-Ware-Man said and keeps his eyes
closed.
After some fumbling around and turning things upside down, VARIO and the other two eventually stop at
the door again.
"Ok, VARIO. Try and keep still this time!" Warrio told him.
"Alright. I'll try." VARIO said and tries his best to keep on his feet.
Emma tries to cut the wires again, but can't seem to cut through them with the forceps at first.
"Hurry up! I almost can't keep myself on my legs anymore!" VARIO said, struggling to keep his balance.
"I'm trying VARIO, I'm trying!" Emma said and resumes trying to cut the wires. After a number of
attempts she manages to cut the two upper wires. The door finally opens up.
"Yes, we did it!!" Emma exclaimed in accomplishment. Meanwhile, VARIO just can't keep holding Warrio
and Emma any longer, and begins to fall to the floor, with Warrio falling on his stomach while Emma is
being flung up in the air.
"Sorry Warrio... I just couldn't keep myself on my feet anymore." VARIO apologized.
"Oof... well, it's ok VARIO. At least we got the door open now." Warrio said. After getting back up on his
feet again, something rather heavy lands on top of his head.

"Oow! What was that..." Warrio said and looks up to find a pair of legs hanging above him. His other
friends starts laughing over the sight. The camera pans out, showing Emma sitting on top of Warrio's head.
"Hi there Warrio." Emma said and starts kicking her legs in a playful manner.
"So, you're gonna keep sitting on me, or?" Warrio asked her.
"Well, I don't intend to keep sitting on you all the time." Emma said, but reconsiders after thinking about it
for a moment. "Actually, I will. Carry me all the way to the submarine dock, ok?" Emma asked him.
Warrio sighs as the others laugh at him again.
"Alright, with the door now open, let's head out!" Calimero said and opens the door and runs out, with the
other guys following behind him.
Upon reaching the dock they find Sharon and her sidekicks all ready to board their submarine.
"So, you managed to escape anyway! You're too late anyway. We're ready to carry out with our plan, and
you won't be able to stop us no matter how hard you try." Sharon told them. They board the submarine and
head down into the water.
"There she goes again." Priscilla said.
"Thanks for the ride Warrio!" Emma said and jumps down from Warrio's head.
"You're welcome..." Warrio said.
They rush to their own submarine, and are fortunate to see that Sharon didn't bother messing with it to
make it inoperable. They head inside and are about to dive into the water. Before they do though VARIO
bangs on the door to let him in.
"Sorry, I can't let you in. You won't fit in the submarine room. You have to swim after us." Warrio told him.
"Seriously Warrio, I don't wanna go through that same experience! It wasn't only painful, but I was also
about near to run out of air!" VARIO said and begs Warrio to let him in.
"Um... Ok then, I'll let you in. Remember that the room is pretty small, and with you in there we have to
share the space." Warrio told him.
"I don't mind doing that. As long as I don't have to swim after you guys I'm happy." VARIO said. After he
heads inside the door closes and the submarine submerges into the water.
Meanwhile, Sharon and her two sidekicks are soaring through the ocean depths in their big submarine. The
Woodsters are sitting at the control deck while Sharon sits just behind them.
"When are we nearing our destination?" Sharon asked them.
"It's only less than a few miles to the town, boss!" the Woodster on the left seat answered.
"Te he hee... I'm more than content now that our plan is going to succeed." Sharon giggled devilishly.
However, her joy is cut short, because while looking at the display the Woodster on the right seat notices a
blue dot right behind their submarine.
"I can't believe that Calimero and his stupid friends are already catching up with us!! Be some good
Woodsters and release underwater mines to impede their progress, ok?" Sharon ordered them.

"As you say, madame!" The Woodster on the left seat said and presses a button with the image of a
underwater mine on it, and leaves a few mines behind them.
In Emma's submarine, Piero spots a couple mines in front of them and warns Emma about it.
"Look out!!" Piero screamed. Fortunately Emma's more than prepared for such traps and presses a button
on the control board which makes the submarine roll to the right side, avoiding the mines completely. Back
in Sharon's submarine, Sharon is more than unhappy at Calimero and friends' fortunate luck.
"Grr. Unbelievable that they managed to avoid the mines... I'm not giving up yet though!" Sharon said and
pulls up a remote. By pressing the button on it she activates a pretty wide and tall metal wall trap,
surrounding Calimero and friends' submarine from all four sides.
Back in Emma's submarine, they find that they're now surrounded by a metal wall from all sides, with no
hope of escaping. Emma starts driving the submarine upwards at the highest speed possible.
"Aahh!! What on earth are you planning on doing?!!" Susie began to panic.
"I'm gonna get our submarine past this trap by jumping over it." Emma told them while continuing to
increase the speed.
"How exactly could it be possible to make a submarine jump?? Even if it is possible, I also wonder if it's
even going to work." Wario-Ware-Man wondered to himself.
Switching to a view of the ocean above, the submarine comes out of the water, narrowly jumps over the
metal wall sticking out of the water, and lands back in the ocean water again.
"Hah. See, I knew it was possible to do that! Right guys? ... Guys??" Emma said and looks behind her
driver seat to see Calimero and his friends having been flown all over the room as a result of Emma's stunt.
Only Wario-Ware-Man and Maya are still sitting on their seats.
"Oh, heh..." was all Emma could say upon seeing this.
"My garlic... N-now that was a r-r-real experience!!" Wario-Ware-Man said while shaking a bit, with Maya
feeling the same as well.
"Sorry for my stunt guys. The wall was just so tall, and the fact that it surrounded us from all sides, I saw
no other way of getting past it." Emma apologized.
"It's ok. Just make sure to prepare us for such a situation next time..." Calimero said.
Inside Sharon's submarine again, Sharon is growing more and more furious over the fact that Calimero and
his friends keep evading the traps.
"Aargh... I can't stand it anymore. If they keep this up then they'll be catching us!" Sharon said. As she
plans her next move she hears something hitting their submarine; Emma and her pals are now starting to
fire torpedoes at them.
"Drat... Woodsters, get to the town quicker!! They're starting to try bring us down!" Sharon ordered them.
Emma and co keep chasing Sharon's submarine across the ocean, firing torpedoes at them while avoiding
the traps laid out every now and then.
"Ha. Take that, snobby lady!" Piero said.

"You said it Piero. In a moment or so we will be having those guys behind bars!" Emma said with
confidence. At this point Sharon is having enough of the constant bombarding they're suffering.
"Alright, that's it! Time to get into my own personal submarine and teach those guys a lesson or two!"
Sharon said and boards her own little submarine, and heads out.
Inside Emma's submarine again, Priscilla's looking into the telescope, and sees something rather
unpleasant.
"Uh-oh. I think we're having trouble behind us!" Priscilla warned Emma. Just then their submarine starts
shaking. Sharon, now sitting inside her own little submarine, are trying to ram into them in attempt to
make them sink by using a sawblade device on the front side of her vehicle.
"Don't think you guys can get away so easily! Ha ha ha!" Sharon taunted them.
"That lady seems more than serious about what she's saying there." Wario-Ware-Man said.
"We're not done in yet!" Emma said and starts speeding on even faster to try and shake Sharon off their
backs, to little avail. Just then they see a big rock in front of them.
"Oh no. This could very well be the end of my life!!" Piero said and covers his eyes in fear over what is
about to happen. Emma steers them away from the rock and gets away in one piece.
Sharon however, realizes too late that she's about to ram into the rock and tries to steer to the right, but
ends up colliding with the rack starts spinning, with the sawblade becoming completely detached from her
submarine.
"Aaah!!!" Sharon screamed as she's trying to regain control of her submarine. After finally gaining control
of it again, Sharon then attempts to track down Calimero and pals again.
"Ooh, I'm SOO gonna get them, if it's the last thing I do!" Sharon said and soars through the ocean.
However, she seem to have lost sight of them, and blindly drives her way through the water.
Later, the two Woodsters who are still driving their submarine are now nearing the town, with Emma and
pals following them from behind. Sharon finally shows up again, only to see two submarines in front of
her.
"Hm. Two submarines... which one is which? ... the mist around me is making it hard for me to see."
Sharon said. Unable to figure out which submarine is which, she picks the one to the left and fires a
torpedo at it.
Back over to Calimero and co in their submarine, they keep chasing the submarine in front of them.
"Emma, look out!!" Priscilla said as she spots a torpedo coming at them from behind. It misses them
though, and hits the submarine in front of them, which is enough for it to stop functioning. Inside their
submarine, the Woodsters are puzzled as to why they're not moving anymore.
"Hey, what aren't we moving?" The first Woodster wondered.
"I don't know." The second Woodster said.
They try hitting all the buttons to see if the submarine starts again,, but accidentally drops the bomb they're
planning to fire at the town. At this moment Sharon happen to be driving just under their main submarine,
unaware of what she's going to drive into.

"This darn mist is soo hard to see through. I can barely see where I'm heading!" Sharon said. Just then she
sees the bonb in front of her which surprises her, but it isn't too long until she collides with it, causing a
huge underwater explosion, dragging all of them, including Calimero and friends with.
"AAAH!!!" Everyone screamed inside of Emma's submarine.
On the water surface, a huge jet of water starts shooting, with all the three submarines being thrown around
for a while until the water jet disappears. The Woodsters and Sharon's submarines both land on the dock in
the harbor, while Emma's submarine lands back in the water again next to the pier.
"Oow... I feel both dizzy, and sick at the same time!" Susie said.
"Me too... At least we seem to be back in the harbor now." Priscilla said.
After recovering from the underwater impact our friends head out to find Sharon and the Woodsters'
vehicles lying right on the dock.
"Huh? Where am I... oh no, don't tell me that my plans have now been ruined!!" Sharon said in anger and
tries to make her escape, but can't get out due to her submarine lying on its side, blocking the door.
After the police have arrived and arrested the bad guys, the police officer takes his moment to thank
Calimero and pals for helping them put Sharon and her sidekicks behind bars again.
"Aw, it was nothing really. It was all a piece of cake... or garlic to us." Warrio said.
"Before you drive back to the police station again... is that Suzana fellow you've arrested earlier on the
loose again?" Wario-Ware-Man asked the police.
"Naw, she's still locked up in her cell as of now. At this point she won't be able to escape again, if at all."
The police officer assured him. They then drive back to the police station with their suspects.
"Right. That's another case solved, I suppose. But we did a very good job together, didn't we?" Calimero
said.
"Where's Emma?" Priscilla asked. They look around to see where Emma's gone. They can't find, but from
behind a wooden box she appears again.
"There you are. We really wondered for a moment where you went to." Calimero said.
"Thanks for helping me crack this case and put Sharon in prison once again." Emma said.
"It was nothing! We're only glad to help." Valeriano said.
"Why didn't you show yourself while the police was here?" Wario-Ware-Man asked.
"Well, as a private detective, I prefer to work behind the spotlight. Apar from you guys, I don't want
anyone, not even the police, to know of my work, and I'd be more than happy to have my identity remain a
secret from the media." Emma told them.
"You can trust us not to reveal your work to anyone else. We'll be keeping your involvement a secret."
Priscilla said while grabbing Emma's hand. Knowing that Calimero and guys will keep their lips closed
about it, Emma shakes Priscilla's hand in approval.
"Thank you guys. It makes me feel good that I can trust in you." Emma said.

"Well, guess we'll be heading back home now. Take care of yourself!" Calimero said to Emma.
"I will. And thanks once again for your help!" Emma said. After having bid each other farewell Emma then
runs off, with the other guys heading back home.
Outside the apartment building where Calimero and Wario-Ware-Man call home, they head inside into
their respective apartments.
"It was a very great adventure tonight, for sure!" Maya said.
"It really was. Hope to work with you guys again sometime later!" Calimero said. After waving each other
good night they head into their respective apartments. VARIO however stays just outside the door to their
own apartment to the left.
"Ulp... I... I'm feeling a bit sick..." VARIO said, not feeling very well.
"Come on VARIO. I'm sure you'll feel better once we get inside and have ourselves some roasted garlic."
Warrio assured him. After saying that though VARIO suddenly spits out a garlic he ate before they headed
out on their little adventure.
"Oh, sorry about that. I had no idea that garlic was still whole..." VARIO said.
"Ok, I can tell you're not feeling very well now." Warrio said.
"Nope... even if I do feel a bit better after having thrown up that garlic, I still feel quite ill!" VARIO said.
"Suppose you must've been suffering from a bit of sea sickness during this entire adventure. I'll help you
into our apartment." Warrio said. Helping VARIO into their home, he and Warrio then head in for some
rest. None the less, Warrio can't help but feel disgusted over the garlic VARIO just spitted out moments
ago.
The End...

